Abstract-Backup paths are usually pre-installed by network operators to protect against single link failures in backbone networks that use multi-protocol label switching. This paper introduces a new scheme called Green Backup Paths (GBP) that intelligently exploits these existing backup paths to perform energy-aware traffic engineering without adversely impacting the primary role of these backup paths of preventing traffic loss upon single link failures. This is in sharp contrast to most existing schemes that tackle energy efficiency and link failure protection separately, resulting in substantially high operational costs. GBP works in an online and distributed fashion, where each router periodically monitors its local traffic conditions and cooperatively determines how to reroute traffic so that the highest number of physical links can go to sleep for energy saving. Furthermore, our approach maintains quality-of-service by restricting the use of long backup paths for failure protection only, and therefore, GBP avoids substantially increased packet delays. GBP was evaluated on the point-of-presence representation of two publicly available network topologies, namely, GÉANT and Abilene, and their real traffic matrices. GBP was able to achieve significant energy saving gains, which are always within 15% of the theoretical upper bound.
global network infrastructure, this is expected to rise to 40% by 2017 if no green actions are taken because more cloud-based applications and services are going to be deployed [3] .
Nowadays, it is common for backbone operators to use Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) to explicitly route traffic between the different Source-Destination (SD) pairs in their networks. These backbone networks are protected against single link failures through the use of pre-installed backup paths [4] - [6] . A backup path is used to divert the affected traffic away from the protected link when it fails. The route taken by the backup path is usually the shortest path between the head and tail router of the protected link but without traversing the protected link. In such local protection, the failure recovery is handled only by the head router of the protected link, and none of the other remote routers needs to be aware of the failure if it occurs. The illustrative network topology in Fig. 1 is used to demonstrate how the traffic on a link is protected against the failure of the link by a pre-installed backup path. For example, if the link B → C fails, the head router B of the link will divert the flow from A to B onto the pre-installed backup path BP1 to avoid traffic loss. This paper introduces a novel online and fully-distributed Energy-aware Traffic Engineering (ETE) scheme called Green Backup Paths (GBP). GBP improves the power/energyefficiency of networks by opportunistically diverting traffic away from protected links onto the backup paths in an intelligent manner, so that the protected links can go to sleep. GBP directly uses the existing backup paths for energy savings while not impairing the ability of these paths to protect against single link failures by implementing a novel link failure protection mechanism. Specifically, during normal network operations, some backup paths can be exploited for diverting traffic from their protected links in order to allow them to sleep, while upon the detection of unexpected failure of a working link, its associated backup path will switch back to its original role for traffic recovery. In this scenario, there can be interference between this backup path for failure recovery and other backup paths for energy efficiency purposes, as these paths may share some common link(s) which cannot accommodate the traffic load upon the post failure traffic diversion. To address this issue, GBP can gracefully disable some active backup paths used for energy efficiency purposes in order to avoid congestion, but at the same time avoid completely sacrificing energy saving gains for the sake of recovery. This novel protection mechanism, as will be shown later, allows GBP to maximize the energy savings during failure-free scenarios by making use of all available backup paths and their capacity while avoiding traffic congestion during single link failures. In addition, GBP also considers the traditional traffic engineering function of resilience of the network against potential traffic upsurges by not causing any link to become overloaded during any of its operations. On the contrary, GBP actively attempts to reduce the traffic on overloaded links so that the peak link utilization decreases in the network. Hence, a second objective of GBP is to increase the resilience of the network against potential traffic upsurges, which is in addition to its other objective of energy savings.
The key novelty of GBP is the exploitation of existing failureprotection backup paths for the dual purpose of energy savings and protection against link failures. This brings the main benefit of achieving energy-efficiency without installing any other paths in addition to the backup paths, which are needed anyway for failure protection. Indeed, GBP differs significantly from most other existing online traffic engineering schemes (e.g., [7] - [9] ) which target either energy savings or link failure protection but not both. Furthermore, GBP considers Qualityof-Service (QoS) by actively avoiding the use of excessively long backup paths for energy savings so as to avoid substantial packet delays, but allows the use of such paths for handling link failures. An additional advantage of GBP is its fast path manipulation. As it will be shown later, multiple routers can make concurrent conflict-free decisions at the same time thanks to their knowledge of interference relationships with each other. Moreover, GBP uses only a single path to route each SD flow and therefore, avoids packet reordering linked with multi-path routing.
In order to evaluate the performance of GBP, the publiclyavailable topology and real traffic matrices of two academic backbone networks were used, namely, GÉANT and Abilene. It was observed that GBP can achieve significant energy savings which are always within 15% of the theoretical upper bound. This result was achieved without any increase in the peak Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) of the network as a tradeoff. In addition, the ability of GBP to reduce the MLU in the network was also evaluated. According to the evaluation results, GBP was able to even significantly reduce the MLU in the case of GÉANT where there is a large diversity of paths and enough spare capacity. Furthermore, single link failures were simulated in the network and it was observed that the use of GBP did not increase the post-failure peak MLU. In addition, the increase in the maximum packet delay due to the use of the backup paths was also found to be minimal and acceptable. Therefore, QoS constraints linked with delay can be met while performing online sleeping reconfigurations through the necessary traffic diversion by GBP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, the problem formulation for the GBP scheme is described in detail. In Section III, an overview of GBP is first presented and then an extensive description of each component of GBP is provided along with pseudo codes. In Section IV, the results from the evaluation of GBP on the GÉANT and Abilene topologies are presented. In Section V, an overview of other existing ETE schemes is provided. Finally in Section VI, we conclude the paper with our key findings.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Nowadays, a logical link between router pairs in networks is usually made up of a bundle of physical links [10] , [11] . Such a strategy reduces the complexity in upgrading network capacities by adding new physical links to the existing bundle. If traffic demands are lower than the capacity of the whole bundle, energy savings can be achieved by putting unused physical links to sleep but without changing the logical network topology. In addition, the line card connected to a physical link can have the opportunity to sleep when the physical link is put to sleep. Sleeping line cards are the major source of energy savings in green networks because they contribute up to 42% of the total energy consumption of a backbone router [7] . Putting part of a logical link to sleep can be viewed as a form of rate adaptation, which is similar to what has been developed for green Ethernet [12] .
The actual online optimization within each periodical GBP operation cycle can be expressed as:
subject to
The symbols in all equations above are explained in Table I . Equation (1) is the first objective of GBP which is to minimize the Maximum Logical Link Utilization (MLLU) in the network so that the network is more resilient to traffic upsurges because of the more balanced load. The MLLU was referred to as the MLU before the introduction of the concept of bundle links in this section. Equation (2) represents the second objective of GBP which is to maximize the total amount of energy saved in network operations. This is represented by the sum (over all logical links of the network) of the product of the number of sleeping physical links in a logical link and the energy consumed by the physical links if they were left active. Equation (3) is the constraint which enforces a single path to be taken by all traffic which has the same source and destination. (4) is the conventional flow conservation constraint. Equation (5) prevents a logical link from being loaded above the threshold, α, due to the operation of GBP. Moreover, GBP does not use backup paths for energy saving if their path length (delay) is too long but they will still be used for link failure protection.
The simpler problem of maximizing the number of physicals links which can go to sleep while respecting the above constraints has already been proven to be NP-hard in [10] . Therefore, we present a computationally-efficient heuristic called Green Backup Paths (GBP) which can be applied in a network in an online and distributed fashion without requiring significant modifications to existing network protocols.
III. GREEN BACKUP PATHS
In this section, an overview of GBP is first presented followed by an in-depth description of all its different components. Table II acts as a point-of-reference for the name and description of all the notions used during the description of the operation of GBP.
A. Scheme Overview
The proposed GBP scheme consists of two distinct operational components, namely, the offline and the online components. The offline component identifies the eligible backup paths for GBP operations. This is done based on the delay (length) characteristics of the paths. Network operators can obtain the delay of a path by using conventional end-to-end network measurement techniques. It is worth noting that in GBP, the primary paths are configured by using the shortest path algorithm with the link delay being the routing metric. In the same style, the backup paths are configured on per link basis where a backup path for a protected link follows the shortest route (according to delay as well) between the head and tail router of that link but without passing through it.
The offline component also identifies an Interference-Risk Links List (IRLL) for each logical link in the network. The IRLL for a logical link contains all the logical links that can be potentially affected by this link if it is offloaded. The IRLLs are essential for GBP to be able to concurrently and independently offload multiple logical links without any conflict. The details of how the IRLLs are obtained and used will be described in Section III-B.2 and III-C.3. If the alternative path for a logical link introduces substantially longer delay, the network operator may choose not to offload such a logical link for energy savings and MLLU reduction purposes. Such logical links are also identified in the offline phase. The IRLL and eligibility for GBP operations for each logical link are distributed to the routers only once since this information is static as long as the network topology is not changed.
The second component of GBP performs an online optimization by using a heuristic to periodically divert traffic away from logical links by activating/deactivating backup paths in order to optimize both the energy savings and the MLLU within the network. The periodicity of the online operation can be determined by the network operator as a trade-off between the overhead of monitoring the network and the need to detect any significant changes in the network traffic condition. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the online GBP operation cycle. When a new GBP cycle starts, each router collects information about the traffic conditions by receiving the Traffic Engineering-Link State Advertisements (TE-LSAs) [13] that are broadcasted by every router in the network. Based on this traffic information, each router can then calculate whether any of its directly attached logical links can successfully offload part of their traffic onto alternative paths to save energy and/or reduce the MLLU. If sufficient traffic offloading is achieved, one or more physical links in the concerned logical link can go to the sleep mode. In GBP, the head routers are responsible for determining how many active physical links in each of their logical links should be put to sleep, so that only the minimum number of physical links is active without causing any traffic congestion. This design choice is made so as to maximize the energy savings in the network but without compromising on post-failure traffic loss and the ability of the logical links to handle sudden traffic surges.
At the beginning of a GBP optimization cycle, each router needs to check if there are any logical links which have become overloaded, i.e. do not comply with the constraint in (5) because of the sleeping reconfigurations in previous GBP optimization cycles. This may happen due to the increased volume of incoming traffic since the last traffic monitoring observation. In case such logical links are identified, the associated router will wake up some sleeping physical links in the relevant protected logical links and restore the currently diverted traffic back to the protected logical link(s). As a result, the previously active backup path is deactivated and traffic is no longer diverted on its links. After each router deactivates these overloaded backup paths, they wait for a settling period and then broadcast a new TE-LSA to notify all other routers about the new state of their logical links.
Each router then continues the online decision process by collecting the new TE-LSAs and updating the list of logical links. The list of logical links is always sorted at each router such that all routers have an identically ordered list. Each router goes through the list and selects the Token Holding (TH) links that can be concurrently offloaded without interfering with each other. A TH link is a logical link selected by GBP for part of its current traffic to be rerouted so that its overall traffic load is reduced, potentially reducing its energy consumption by putting a subset of its physical links to sleep. Each router is aware of the interference-free TH links due to the pre-calculated IRLLs (see Section III-B.2).
If the router is the head router of an interference-free Token Holding (TH) link, it becomes a TH router and is responsible for locally offloading that TH link. Since multiple noninterfering TH links can be concurrently selected, GBP can converge quicker compared to other ETE schemes [10] , [11] , [14] which are based on purely sequential operations. A non-TH router does not offload any logical link unless it becomes the head router of a selected TH link during forthcoming selection rounds. Moreover, a logical link can be selected to become a TH link only once per GBP cycle.
TH routers broadcast an operation-completed message when they have finished operating on all their TH links. Routers only broadcast the new TE-LSAs upon receiving operationcompleted messages from all current TH routers (all routers in the network know which routers are TH routers because they all compute the links which are TH links). Each router then repeats the process of selecting the TH links. The GBP cycle stops after the list of logical links is exhausted, i.e. all logical links have become TH links.
GBP always achieves loop-freedom in traffic diversion because for any diverted traffic away from the primary path, the termination node of the backup path is guaranteed to be in the downstream location of the head node from where the backup path is branched out. In addition, the traffic rerouted on a backup path is not allowed to be rerouted onto another backup path by GBP and hence, it is not possible for traffic to be diverted in a recursive manner further away from the backup paths.
Routing oscillations cannot happen within one GBP cycle. The reason is when a link is offloaded in GBP; this is done so that the link goes down in energy level and/or link utilization. Therefore, it is not possible for GBP to reroute any traffic back onto the same link within the same GBP cycle because this will cause the link to break the objectives of GBP which is to lower the energy consumption and/or reduced the link utilization below the set threshold α.
B. Offline Component
The offline component of GBP consists of two stages. The first stage is responsible for the identification of the backup paths which are eligible for participation in GBP operations and this is done by filtering out the backup paths with excessive endto-end delay. The second stage is the generation of the IRLL for each logical link of the network. The IRLLs will allow several logical links to concurrently have their traffic diverted without any conflict that could lead to adverse effects on the network such as traffic congestion.
1) Identification of Eligible Backup Paths:
In this stage the offline component of GBP identifies the backup paths that are eligible to participate in GBP operations based on the end-toend delay of the backup path compared to its protected logical link. Each backup path entry in the MPLS label table of a router has an associated binary bit, delay_ok, which is set to 1 if the path meets the constraint on the maximum path length as determined by the network operator or 0 otherwise. If delay_ok is 0, the backup path is only used for link failure protection. For simplicity, from now on we only consider the identified eligible backup paths.
2) Generation of IRLLs: The second stage of the offline component calculates the IRLL for each logical link in the network. The interference-risk links of a TH link are defined as all logical links which must not be used by other TH links to divert traffic to when that specific TH link is undergoing offloading. Taking the network topology in Fig. 3 as example, when logical link B → C becomes a TH link, no other TH links are allowed to divert traffic onto logical link B → C and the In addition, a TH link may have some Source-Destination (SD) flows which are currently diverted on it. GBP allows a TH link to divert these flows back to their original respective protected logical links if the head router of the SD flows is also the head router of the TH link. Therefore, logical link B → F is also added to the IRLL of TH link B → C in order to allow B → C to deactivate the backup path BP2 so that the diverted SD flow BF is re-routed back to the original protected logical link B → F . Hence, TH link B → C has an IRLL consisting of logical links B → C (itself), B → E, E → C and B → F . The description of how IRLLs are used to avoid interference when multiple TH links are concurrently offloaded will be given in Section III-C.3. Fig. 4 shows a top-level view of the online component of GBP. This component consists of four different stages. At the start of each GBP optimization cycle, each router in the network needs to collect link state information from other routers in the network so as to get an updated and consistent view of the state of the network. Following this gathering of information, the second stage of GBP is performed where routers may need to deactivate some already activated backup paths because the diversion of traffic on them has led to the logical links constituting these paths to become overloaded.
C. Online Component
After the deactivation of the overloaded backup paths, GBP continues the optimization process by choosing logical links which have not been offloaded in this optimization cycle and do not conflict with each other according to the IRLLs. Attempts are then made to divert traffic from the selected logical links so that their energy consumption and/or utilization go down while not overloading any paths.
The next step is for all routers to broadcast the state of their logical links so that the new state of the network is captured by all routers. In the same manner as before, a new set of unselected logical links is then selected to have their traffic diverted. This iterative process of selecting logical links to have their traffic diverted is continued until all logical links in the network have been considered in the current GBP optimization cycle. In the remaining part of this section, all the four different stages of the online component of GBP are described in more detail.
1) Stage 1: Gathering the State of the Network:
At the start of each GBP optimization cycle, all routers need to concurrently collect the broadcasted information about the state of all logical links in the network. This procedure can leverage the TE-LSAs, which are already specified in the suit of traffic engineering protocols such as OSPF-TE [15] .
GBP requires two types of information about the logical links from the TE-LSAs, namely, the current load and value of the TH_status_flag. Each logical link has a binary bit called TH_status_flag which is set to 0 at the beginning of each GBP optimization cycle and to 1 after its associated logical link has become TH link in the current GBP optimization cycle. This prevents a logical link from becoming a TH link again in that particular cycle.
2) Stage 2: Deactivation of Overloaded Backup Paths:
After routers have collected information from TE-LSAs, they verify that the logical links in activated backup paths are not overloaded. This situation may be caused by an increase in traffic volume. If such overloaded backup paths are identified, they are deactivated to relieve their overloaded logical links. The pseudo code 1 to perform this operation is given in Algorithm 1 and the algorithmic complexity of Stage 2 is O(|L| 2 ).
3) Stage 3: Selection of Multiple TH Links:
The main purpose of Stage 3 is to calculate which TH links can be selected at the same time without any interference. After the deactivation of the overloaded backup paths, routers broadcast new TELSAs so that others are aware of the new state of the network. On receiving the new TE-LSAs, each router forms a list of logical links that excludes all logical links which have their TH_status_flag equal to 1. Initially all logical links will be included since their respective TH_status_flag is set to 0 at the start of each GBP optimization cycle. Given that all routers have the same view of the state of the network through the new broadcasted TE-LSAs, they will therefore form an identical list.
The list of logical links is partitioned into two disjoint sub-lists, namely, priority_links_list and normal_links_list. The priority_links_list contains all the logical links that have their utilization above a predefined threshold α and therefore, violate the constraint in (5). These have priority to become TH links because if they are successfully offloaded, the resilience of the network against traffic upsurges will improve. The priority_links_list is then sorted in descending order based on the excess load of the logical links. This excess load, x l , is defined by (6) where z l is the bandwidth capacity of one physical link of the logical link l.
The first term of the maximum function in (6) represents the excess load on the TH link that prevents the TH link from going to the next lower power level by putting an additional physical link to sleep. The second term is used to calculate the excess load on the TH link that prevents its utilization from dropping below α% of its total capacity. The impact of the offloading of highly-utilized logical links on other logical links is minimized by setting a limit on the maximum spare capacity of the other logical links in the network, so that their utilization does not exceed the predefined threshold α. The design choice of prioritizing the offload of highly-utilized links can be seen as a way of improving the resilience of the network against traffic upsurges.
After all logical links from the priority_links_list have become TH links in the current GBP optimization cycle; it is the turn of the ones in the normal_links_list. Unlike the previous list, this one is sorted in ascending order according to the excess load, which is calculated by using (6). This is because it is easier to offload small excess loads to alternative paths and therefore, achieve greater energy savings. The overall process of generating the two sub-lists is described in Algorithm 2.
The second part of Stage 3 involves the selection of multiple logical links that can concurrently become TH links. The pseudo code for this part is given in Algorithm 3. Each router has an initially empty set called conflict_links_set, which is also emptied after each iteration of Multiple TH Links Selection in a single GBP optimization cycle. The router goes through the priority_links_list and if the logical link does not have any logical link of its IRLL in the conflict_links_set, the router makes the logical link become a TH link and adds its IRLL links to the conflict_links_set. The example topology in Fig. 4 can be used to illustrate this process. If the logical link B → C is the first selected TH link in a Multiple TH Links Selection iteration, its IRLL links (i.e., links B → C, B → E, E → C and B → F ) are added to the conflict_links_set. Any subsequent selected TH links in this iteration must have none of their IRLL links in the conflict_links_set. For example, logical link B → F cannot become TH link in this iteration because some of its IRLL links (i.e. B → C and B → F ) are already in the conflict_links_set. Since B → C cannot become TH link again during the current GBP optimization cycle, B → F will have the opportunity to become TH link during the next iteration of the Multiple TH Links Selection. When a logical link becomes a TH link, its TH_status_flag is set to 1. After going through the whole priority_links_list, the router performs the same selection procedure for links in the normal_links_list.
When a router has finished calculating the TH links and under the condition that it is the head router of at least one TH link, it becomes a TH router. A TH router will attempt to offload its TH links through the process in Stage 4, described next, and then broadcast an operation-completed message to all other routers in the network upon concluding the whole operation. Routers in the network will broadcast a new TE-LSA immediately after they have received the operation-completed message from all the current TH routers. The next iterations for the Multiple TH Links Selection in the current GBP optimization cycle can begin after routers receive all the new TE-LSAs. The overall algorithmic complexity of Stage 3 is O(|L| 2 ).
4) Stage 4: Offloading of the Token Holding Link:
The overall pseudo code for Stage 4 is given in Algorithm 4. Each TH router has three lists of SD flows for each of its logical links and they are used to classify all the SD flows on the logical link. The first list is the p_flows_list which is a list of all SD flows that normally use the link, i.e. the flows were not diverted onto the logical link by GBP. The second list is the b_flows_list which is a list of all SD flows that were diverted onto the logical link by GBP and the logical link has the same head router as the protected link. The third list is the s_flows_list which contains all the remaining SD flows on the logical link. It is worth mentioning that the traffic load on a path basis does not need to be distributed at any point to other routers through TELSAs; this per path traffic monitoring process is local to each router with only the aggregate traffic load on a link basis and the TH_status_flag values only needing to be distributed through TE-LSAs, following the process described in Section III-A.
The TH router has direct control over the SD flows in the p_flows_list and b_flows_list because the TH router acts as the head router for these flows and therefore, it can decide whether to route these SD flows on either their original protected link or backup path. The selection between routing either on the protected link or backup path is based on where the SD flow is currently routed and whether there is enough spare capacity on the alternate route to support the SD flow without either increasing the energy consumption of that route or overloading the logical links of the alternate route. The spare capacity, h l , of a logical link l is given by
where the first term of the minimum function is the amount of traffic that can be added to a logical link without this link going to the next higher power level by waking up an additional physical link. The second term restricts the amount of traffic that can be added to a logical link so that its overall utilization percentage does not go above the predefined threshold α. If (7) results in less than zero, then h l is 0 meaning there is no spare capacity.
In the first step of Stage 4, each TH router selects one of its TH links and calculates the excess load on the link using (6). Since the SD flows in the p_flows_list and b_flows_list of the TH link are under the direct control of the TH router because it is the head router of these flows, they are the only SD flows targeted for removal from the TH link. The flows in the b_flows_list of the TH link are first targeted. By rerouting them to their respective original protected links, the TH link will be offloaded and additionally, both delay and wastage of bandwidth will be reduced because of the shorter path taken by the SD flow. The b_flows_list is sorted in descending order according to load so that the least number of SD flows are moved back to their respective protected link when the excess load on a TH link is removed. Hence, allowing the offloading of the TH link to be quicker because the smallest number of reconfigurations is done.
The decision whether a flow in the b_flows_list can be moved back to the protected logical link depends on the spare capacity of the respective protected logical link. The spare capacity is calculated by using (7) . If the spare capacity of the protected link is larger than the size of the diverted flow, then the flow is added to the list of flows, flows_to_reroute_list, to be rerouted. The information contained about the logical links in the TH router needs to be updated to reflect that the traffic in a flow is to be rerouted. As the TH router knows all the logical links involved in the backup path rerouting, it can decrease the load of these logical links and therefore increase their spare capacity. The protected logical link of the backup path will have its load increased and consequently its spare capacity decreased because some of its previously-diverted SD flows have been rerouted back on it. The amount of excess load on the TH link is reduced by the total size of the rerouted SD flows. If the excess load is still above zero, the next flow in the b_flows_list is selected for rerouting. The algorithmic complexity of rerouting diverted SD flows back to their protected link is O(|R| 2 (|L| + log |R| 2 )) and the pseudo code for this step is presented in Algorithm 5.
In the third step of Stage 4 if the excess load is still greater than zero and all the flows in the b_flows_list have become candidate for rerouting, the flows in the p_flows_list are then considered for rerouting. The process is similar to the one for flows in the b_flows_list and its pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 6. First, the list is sorted in descending order according to the size of the flows. An SD flow can be diverted to the backup path of the protected TH link if the delay_ok bit of the backup path is equal to 1. This enables the backup path to accept SD flows to be diverted on it. The spare capacity of the backup path for this SD flow on the TH link is calculated by taking the minimum spare capacity of all the logical links involved in the backup path with the spare capacity of a logical link being calculated using (7) . If the spare capacity of the backup path is greater than the size of the SD flow to be rerouted, the SD flow is added to the flows_to_reroute_list. The spare capacity and load of the logical links, involved in this flow rerouting, are updated.
This process continues until either the excess load is equal/less than zero or all the SD flows in the p_flows_list have become candidate for rerouting. The algorithmic complexity of offloading the flows is O(|R| 2 (|L| + log |R| 2 )). The final step of Stage 4 is to implement all the SD flow reroutes if either the excess load is less/equal to zero or the utilization threshold of the TH link is above the predefined threshold α. The second criterion is used in the case where the excess load is still greater than zero, meaning that not enough SD flows have been successfully rerouted but it is still desirable to implement all the successful SD flow reroutes because this will decrease the load of an overloaded TH link and make it more resilient to traffic upsurges. Due to the way the spare capacity of a logical link is calculated, it is not possible for GBP to overload a logical link above a set threshold α while offloading other logical links. The algorithmic complexity for this step is O(|R| 2 ). The overall algorithmic complexity of Stage 4 and of a whole GBP optimization cycle are O(|R| 2 (|L| + log |R| 2 )) and O(|L| 2 + |R| 2 (|L| + log |R| 2 )) respectively.
D. Handling of Logical Link Failures When GBP is Active
When GBP is active in a MPLS-enabled backbone network, single logical link failures are handled by two mechanisms: the conventional failure protection mechanism and a GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism. The conventional failureprotection mechanism is applied regardless of whether GBP is active or not in the network.
When a logical link fails in an MPLS-enabled backbone network, the head router of the failed logical link will divert the SD flows in the failed logical link to its backup path. This conventional failure protection mechanism can be illustrated with the simple example topology in Fig. 5(a) where all the logical links have a capacity of 100 Mb/s. If the logical link B → C fails, its traffic is diverted by the failure protection mechanism onto its backup path BP1.
For example, if B → C was initially carrying 50 Mb/s of traffic, upon its failure the 50 Mb/s traffic will be diverted on BP1 which consists of logical links B → E and E → C. It should be noted that the logical links B → E and E → C may be carrying their own traffic (as they can be involved in other default and backup paths), and the diverted traffic from the failed logical link B → C will add to this demand. If the utilization of a logical link is greater than 100% of its capacity, the excess traffic on that link will be lost due to congestion. For example, if B → E and E → C were initially carrying 50 Mb/s and 60 Mb/s before the failure of B → C, the utilization of link B → E and E → C will become 100% and 110% after the failure of B → C. Hence, link E → C will suffer from traffic loss because its utilization is greater than 100%.
Moreover, GBP incorporates an enhanced failure-protection mechanism which allows it to minimize the probability that any logical link will become over-utilized after single logical link failures. This enhanced failure-protection mechanism has two objectives; the first one is the reduction of the traffic that is diverted from the failed logical link onto its backup path. The rationale behind this objective is to avoid the logical links of the backup path of the failed logical link to become overutilized due to the traffic diversion. The second objective is the increase of the spare capacity of the backup paths because this will allow the backup paths to accommodate diverted traffic without becoming over-utilized.
In order to support this GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism, the head router of the failed logical link needs to broadcast a failure notification to all routers in the network when the logical link fails. Upon receipt of the failure notification, routers will check and deactivate any of their activated backup paths which use any IRLL logical links of the failed logical link. This is done to achieve the two objectives of the GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism. The deactivation of affected backup paths is done by diverting the traffic on them back onto their protected logical link and as a result, one or more physical links contained by that protected logical link may need to wake up to carry the reverted-back traffic.
In order to illustrate the GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism, the topology in Fig. 5(a) is extended into Fig. 5(b) with the same traffic demands still being used and all logical links having capacity of 100 Mb/s. In this topology, it can be seen that the logical link B → D has part of its traffic diverted onto its backup path BP2 (which uses the failed logical link B → C) when GBP is active so that additional physical links can go to sleep in B → D. Therefore, when B → C fails, the traffic to be diverted is greater compared to the scenario where GBP is not active since B → C is carrying traffic from another protected logical link through the activated BP2. In this case, the GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism will deactivate BP2 so as to reduce the traffic to be diverted due to the failure of B → C. For example, if BP2 is diverting 5 Mb/s on B → C from B → D, the total traffic diverted by B → C onto BP1 when it fails will reduce from 60 Mb/s to 55 Mb/s due to the deactivation of BP2. In order to enable the deactivation of BP2, it is necessary to deactivate all backup paths that are originally using the protected logical link of BP2, i.e. B → D. This is done so that B → D has enough spare capacity to accommodate the increased traffic due to the deactivation of BP2. As mentioned in Section III-B.2, B → D is part of the IRLL of B → C and according to the GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism; any backup paths which use a link in the IRLL of a failed link need to be deactivated.
Moreover, it may happen that the backup path of a failed logical link has reduced spare capacity because its logical links are part of the backup paths of other logical links. For example in Fig. 5(b) , if the logical link E → F has part of its traffic diverted onto its backup path BP3 for the energy saving operations of GBP, this traffic diversion by GBP will reduce the spare capacity of backup path BP1 of the failed logical link B → C. Therefore, BP1 may become congested when B → C fails. In order to alleviate this problem, it is necessary to deactivate any backup paths that are using any logical links of the backup path of the failed link. For example, if BP3 was initially sending 5 Mb/s and is deactivated when B → C fails, then the traffic on B → E will fall by 5 Mb/s to 55 Mb/s and will have 45 Mb/s of spare capacity. Since the traffic on B → C is now reduced to 45 Mb/s due to the previous deactivation of BP2, BP1 can now support all the traffic diverted by B → C when it fails.
When a logical link fails, the two failure protection mechanisms operate at the same time and independently from one another. If GBP has not previously activated any backup paths which use the IRLL links of the failed logical link, only the conventional failure-protection mechanism will have an effect on the traffic distribution in the network.
IV. GBP PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the results of the evaluation of the proposed GBP scheme are presented and discussed. The performance evaluation is done using two operational academic network topologies, as described in Section IV-A. More specifically, the following network parameters are measured and discussed: 1) power and energy consumption; 2) MLLU; 3) increase in 
A. Network Scenarios
GBP was evaluated by using two academic network topologies, namely, GÉANT and Abilene, and their real traffic matrices [16] .
The GÉANT topology, summarized in Table III , consists of 23 Points-of-Presence (PoPs) and 74 unidirectional links with different capacities. In Table III , |L| represents the number of logical links of a specific capacity c that have q number of physical links that individually transmit at λ optical carrier speed and consume p amount of power. The power consumption for each physical link was obtained from the maximum power consumption of Cisco line cards [17] . For a physical link of capacity of OC-48, a one-port line card uses 140 W and for OC-3, there is no one-port line card but rather a four-port line card with total power consumption of 196 W. For simplicity, an OC-3 physical link is assumed to consume 196/4 = 49 W. The Abilene topology consists of 12 PoPs and 30 unidirectional links of varying capacity, as shown in Table IV (which have  the same notation as in Table III ). During the evaluation of GBP with the two network scenarios, only the backup paths which did not have a delay greater than 25 ms compared to their protected link were considered as eligible for GBP operations to ensure that traffic diversion does not lead to excessive increase in delay. Certainly this threshold can be flexibly configured by operators according to their own policies in practice.
For the traffic demands in the GÉANT and Abilene network, 480 consecutive traffic matrices that were measured at 15-minute intervals were considered [16] . Consistently, the 15-minute interval was also adopted as the period of the GBP optimization cycle. That is, the application of each traffic matrix on the network corresponds to the starting point in time of a new optimization cycle of GBP. 
B. Power and Energy Saving Gains
The power saved by GBP was calculated by using (8) below. In order to evaluate the power saving gains of GBP, it was compared with a Theoretical Upper Bound (TUB) scheme. TUB was obtained with IBM CPLEX [18] by adding the concept of link sleeping to the conventional non-integer MultiCommodity Flow problem. Therefore, the restriction of using only the predefined protected links and backup paths to route traffic demands is not applied in TUB. GBP was simulated with different values of α for both GÉANT and Abilene.
Figs. 6 and 7 show that for all traffic matrices, GBP was able to save a significant amount of power for both simulated networks. Understandably, there is a gap between GBP and TUB in terms of power saving performance because GBP uses a single path for each SD flow while TUB uses a large number of paths. Of course, it should be noted that the path configuration given by TUB cannot be implemented in practice because of the large number of paths between each SD pair in the network that would be required. Fig. 6 shows that, for the GÉANT scenario, power savings do not change significantly when α is reduced from 90 to 50. We also calculate the total energy saved by GBP as a proportion of the theoretical optimal energy that could be saved, Ψ, by using (9). The value of Ψ does not change much when α is reduced in Table V , which correlates with the observation made for Fig. 6 . The curves for α equal to 80, 70, and 60% are not shown in Fig. 6 for clarity of the figure but the curves follow a similar path as the curves for equal to 90 and 50%. The observations made in Fig. 6 and Table V can be explained by the fact that even when α is high, GBP does not have a high degree of freedom to divert a significant amount of traffic onto a backup path because this will make the logical links constituting that backup path to consume a larger amount of energy. That is, the spare capacity of most backup paths in the network remains mostly constant when α is varied from 90 to 50 because the first term in the spare capacity equation, (7), is the dominating one for most logical links in the network.
Ψ =
Energy saved by GBP Theoretical optimal energy saved × 100%. Fig. 7 and Table V show that the power and energy saved for the Abilene network also does not change much with the variation of α. It is interesting to see from the performance curves in Fig. 7 that GBP reacts to sudden changes in traffic conditions as TUB does even though the paths available to "absorb" these changes are limited for GBP.
C. Maximum Logical Link Utilization
The dynamicity of the Maximum Logical Link Utilization (MLLU) resulting from the GBP operations across the evaluation period is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for GÉANT and Abilene respectively. The original MLLU values that were measured in the network are also included in the figures. For GÉANT, GBP was able to offload highly-utilized logical links and the maximum MLLU became close to the value of α when this was varied from 90 to 70. This shows that GBP is able to successfully enforce the constraint in (5) by offloading overutilized logical links while not overloading under-utilized ones as a result of its operations.
When α is further reduced from 70 to 50, GBP is unable to reduce the peak MLLU to meet the value of /alpha because there are not enough logical links with sufficiently large spare capacity to carry the traffic from the logical links whose utilization is above α. During its operations, GBP does not divert traffic on any logical link whose utilization is greater than /alpha and therefore, it does not make the peak MLLU becomes worse compared to when GBP is not operated. Moreover, GBP will not divert an excessive amount of traffic to any logical links because this may result in the utilization of the logical links to go above α. GBP can enforce these two restrictions on the diversion of traffic by calculating the spare capacity of a logical link through (7) . Fig. 9 shows that the MLLU experiences substantial and frequent fluctuations during the original operation of Abilene where GBP was not activated. This is also reflected in the change in MLLU during the operation of GBP. The peak MLLU remains the same as the original one when α is varied from 50 to 20 during the operation of GBP. This happens when there is not enough space capacity on the backup paths to accept diverted traffic because they are already carrying a high volume of traffic. Hence, GBP cannot reduce the peak MLLU for Abilene as it did for GÉANT due to a lack of spare capacity in the Abilene network. For some traffic matrices in Figs. 8 and 9, it can be observed that the MLLU values of GBP can go up when compared to the original ones because GBP wants to concentrate traffic on the minimum number of logical links possible so as to save the maximum amount of power. This concentration of traffic on a minimum number of logical links is always done with the constraint that the MLLU should not go above the value of α because of the rerouting actions of GBP. For the traffic matrices for which the MLLU is above α for GBP, the original MLLU is also above α even though GBP is not being operated. This shows that GBP is not responsible for breaking the constraint α, but it is just the original high volume of traffic that causes the MLLU to be above α.
D. Increase in Maximum Packet Delay
Table VI shows the increase in the maximum packet delay when GBP is operated for GÉANT and Abilene. For the GÉANT network topology, the average increase in the maximum packet delay is small, at most 6.39 ms. For the maximum increase in the maximum packet delay, the increase was not higher than 21.9 ms. For the Abilene network topology, the average and maximum increase in maximum packet delay were quite small at around 1.58 ms and 6.96 ms respectively. There was no change in the observed minimum maximum packet delay for both network scenarios. Such extra delay introduced is also comparable to what is presented in the recent work based on hop-by-hop routing [19] .
The main conclusion from these delay results is that it can be assumed that GBP does not significantly affect the packet delay in a well-connected network, which is the case of GÉANT and Abilene. This is despite the fact that GBP reroutes some traffic on longer backup paths to offload logical links.
E. Number of Concurrent TH Links Offloading and Running Time Analysis
In terms of the number of links concurrently undergoing offloading at the same time, GBP was able to achieve on average 6 and 4 concurrent links offloading for GÉANT and Abilene respectively. The value for GÉANT is higher because of its larger topology size with more path diversity and therefore, the probability of backup paths sharing the same links is lower. An additional observation from these numbers is that GBP can scale with network size, that is as the network size becomes larger, the number of current TH links will increase and compensate for the larger number of TH links that must be offloaded.
A non-optimized single thread version of GBP was run on a 2.13 GHz dual-core laptop with 8 GB memory and the maximum, average and minimum time to complete one GBP cycle for GÉANT was 0.110, 0.081, and 0.058 s respectively and for Abilene, it was 0.094, 0.058, and 0.056 s respectively. In an operational network, a GBP cycle is expected to have a much lower running time due to the routers being able to concurrently offload TH links. The low running times show that GBP is a practical solution for even large network such as GÉANT in terms of running time.
F. Single Logical Link Failure Analysis
A whole logical link can fail due to the cut of all its bundled physical fiber links, e.g., due to earthquakes or other physical damages. Since GBP makes use of backup paths for energy savings in addition to their primary purpose of preventing traffic loss upon single logical link failures, it is important to investigate the effect of GBP on the post-failure peak MLLU [20] and the energy savings upon any single logical link failure. As mentioned in Section III-D, upon the failure of an active logical link, the failure protection mechanism will divert traffic from that failed logical link to its corresponding backup path. This failure protection mechanism of logical links is applied in an MPLS-enabled network regardless of whether GBP is in place or not. In addition, GBP has an enhanced failureprotection mechanism which enables the amount of traffic to be diverted from the failed logical link to be reduced and also for the spare capacity of the backup path of the failed link to be increased so that the backup path can support the traffic diverted from the failed logical link.
1) Post-Failure Peak MLLU: Single logical link failures were simulated for all considered traffic matrices of both GÉANT and Abilene scenarios. The aim was to examine the effect of the dual use of the resources of the backup paths for both power savings and logical link failure protection. The effect of GBP on logical link failure protection was quantified by computing the peak MLLU after any logical link has failed in the network. Figs. 10 and 11 show the post-failure peak MLLU for normal energy-agnostic operation (i.e. GBP is not operated) and when GBP is active with different values of α for GÉANT and Abilene respectively. The post-failure MLLU curves for when is 80, 70, and 60% for GÉANT are not shown in Fig. 10 for clarity since those curves follow a similar path as the curves when is 90 and 50%. It is the same case for the curves when is 40 and 30% for Abilene in Fig. 11 . It can be observed that during single logical link failures, there was no increase in post-failure peak MLLU when GBP is active in most cases. When the traffic matrices for which the post-failure peak MLLU value is higher than 100% were further analyzed in detail, it could be observed that the peak MLLU values is the same irrespective of whether GBP is active or not. This is an important observation since it is only when the peak MLLU is higher than 100% that traffic is actually lost in the network and therefore, the same peak MLLU suggests that the network suffers from the same degree of over-utilization for these traffic matrices for both the scenarios where GBP is activated or not.
For the peak MLLU values which are less than 100%, it can be observed in Fig. 10 that the post-failure peak MLLU can sometimes be reduced when GBP is active for GÉANT. This can happen because GBP can reduce the MLLU in the network as shown in Fig. 8 for GÉANT. Therefore, there is a probability that the post-failure peak MLLU will be lower when GBP is activated because there is more spare capacity on the backup paths to accommodate the diverted traffic during single logical link failures. For Abilene in Fig. 11 , there are a few traffic matrices where the post-failure peak MLLU is greater under GBP when the peak MLLU values are less than 100%. This is because GBP concentrates traffic on the lowest number of logical links as possible so that the physical links in the other logical links can go to sleep. Therefore, there may not be enough spare capacity on some protected logical links in the network when the GBP enhanced failure-protection mechanism diverts traffic to them, when it deactivates their respective backup paths because these backup paths use any IRLL links of the failed logical link.
The main overall conclusion from Figs. 10 and 11 is that backup paths can be used for greater energy savings without reducing the ability of the backup paths to prevent traffic loss during single logical link failures. Therefore, there is no need to provision additional paths which are dedicated for energy savings because non-conflicting use of the backup paths for energy savings and prevention of traffic loss during single link failures is feasible.
2) Impact on Energy Saving Gains During Single Logical Link Failures:
The energy saving gains by GBP can be affected by three different factors when a logical link fails in the network. The first factor is that a failed logical link will not consume any energy, i.e. all the physical links of the failed logical links are considered to be "sleeping" and not consuming energy.
On the other hand, it may be necessary for logical links involved in the activated backup path of a failed logical link to wake up additional physical links in order to provide the extra spare capacity required to accommodate the diverted traffic from the failed logical link without causing any post-failure traffic congestion. This is the second factor which can affect the energy saving gains. In addition, some already activated backup paths (for energy savings and/or reduction of utilization at their protected logical links) need to be deactivated so as to reduce the amount of traffic to be diverted from the failed logical links, and also to increase the spare capacity of the backup path of the failed logical links. Therefore, the third factor is the possible reduction in the energy consumption of the logical links involved in the deactivated backup paths while the protected logical links of the deactivated paths may consume more energy because of the increased traffic on them. In GBP, the head routers are responsible for determining how many sleeping physical links in each of their logical links should wake up, so that only the minimum number of physical links is active without causing any traffic congestion. This design choice is made so as to maximize the energy savings in the network but without compromising on post-failure traffic loss. Table VII shows the change in total energy saved during single logical link failures compared to a failure-free scenario for GÉANT and Abilene. In this table, a positive number means logical link failures increase the energy saved in the network compared to a failure-free scenario while a negative number means the opposite. On average, the energy saved decreases during single logical link failures. This is because several physical links will have to wake up in the logical links, constituting the backup path of the failed logical link, if there is not enough spare capacity in the currently active physical links of the backup path. The energy consumption of the protected logical links of the deactivated backup paths also increases due to increased traffic on them. However, the maximum reduction in energy saved during single logical link failures is not significant. Interestingly, the Table VII indicates some unexpected observations where the energy saving gains can further increase upon single link failures. This can be explained by the fact that logical link failures are similar to putting links to sleep but with the key difference that the MLLU constraint in (5) needs not be respected during single logical link failures. In other words, GBP cannot always achieve the same level of energy savings compared to when some single logical links fail because GBP would break the MLLU constraint defined in (5). However, single logical link failures do not have this restriction because during these events, logical links can be loaded with as much traffic as the failure protection mechanism can handle.
V. RELATED WORK
The research area of Energy-aware Traffic Engineering (ETE) was pioneered by [21] in 2003. Henceforth, there have been a number of schemes to tackle energy saving techniques in the context of backbone networks [22] , [23] . ETE schemes can be classified broadly as either offline or online solutions.
Offline schemes rely on historical traffic matrices to precompute a (long-term) network configuration, which will be applied during the live operation of the network. Examples of offline ETE schemes were proposed in [7] , [10] , [19] , [24] - [28] . The search for the best solution can be enabled by some global optimization scheme. This is only possible because a holistic view on the global network conditions is available. It is also worth mentioning that such a strategy is suitable for the network scenarios where traffic patterns are relatively regular. Online ETE schemes make on the fly decisions according to the obtained information about the state of the network during the live operation of the network. Examples of these schemes were proposed in [8] , [9] , [21] , [29] - [31] . While online ETE schemes are more efficient in reacting to unexpected traffic behaviors, a major technical hurdle for these schemes is how to efficiently coordinate between different decisionmaking entities in order to avoid conflicting decisions that may lead to severe and unpredictable consequences on the network performance.
In [8] , the authors proposed a complex online ETE mechanism to dynamically distribute traffic load to multiple paths for each SD pair. This way, a subset of the links can have the opportunity to operate in a lower transmission rate and, hence, consume less energy. However, the proposed scheme is highly complex due to synchronization operations with the goal of avoiding conflicting decisions between decision-making routers. Moreover, it uses multi-path routing for each SD pair. The same authors later proposed a simpler ETE scheme in [9] . This simpler scheme uses historical traffic matrices to identify different sets of paths that are suitable for different traffic patterns in the network. Their scheme introduces high complexity in the processing of traffic matrices. In addition, the scheme may perform badly if infrequent traffic behaviors have not been accounted for during the processing of traffic matrices.
As far as fully-distributed ETE is concerned, in [31] the authors proposed that each router independently takes a decision on which of their directly attached links to put to sleep. The authors, however, did not explicitly address how to deal with conflicts in forwarding behaviors due to frequent recalculation of the forwarding tables of routers according to the changed topology of the network. Moreover, the decisions made by routers are not evaluated before being implemented in the network. Therefore, there may be short periods of time where there is traffic loss in the network because it will take some time for the routers to actually get feedback from the network that the decisions made are causing traffic congestion. The fullydistributed ETE scheme in [32] only considers putting whole routers to sleep and not individual links.
A number of ETE schemes which use bundle links have been proposed in [10] , [11] , [14] . In these ETE schemes, decisions are made by either a centralized controller or only one decision entity at any one time irrespective of the size of the network. In contrast, GBP is a fully-distributed scheme where the number of routers which can concurrently make decisions increases as the size of the network grows. This is because there is a smaller chance of conflict in a large network where the backup paths are less likely to have logical links in common.
VI. CONCLUSION
The energy consumption of backbone networks is rapidly rising because of the exponential increase of the number of network devices. Such problem is aggravated by the fact that improvements on energy efficiency of the network components have not been enough to offset the increased energy consumption. In this paper we proposed a new Energy-Aware Traffic Engineering (ETE) scheme called Green Backup Paths (GBP).
GBP is able to leverage existing MPLS backup paths that are made available for protecting the network in case of link failures. GBP is a fully distributed online ETE algorithm which applies intelligent rerouting of traffic in order to allow bundled physical links within logical links to go to sleep by lowering the amount of traffic being routed on those logical links.
GBP was validated through simulations of two academic networks, namely, GÉANT and Abilene, and their respective real traffic matrices. Results showed that GBP achieves significant energy savings while also decreasing the Maximum Link Utilization in the network. Energy savings achieved by GBP are within 15% of the Theoretical Upper Bound (TUB), which indicates the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. GBP only considers traffic reroute for energy saving in failure-free network conditions.
In the future, alternative ways of calculating the backup paths will be investigated to examine if the performance of GBP can be improved further. In addition, a limited number of additional paths can be added to the network to investigate if this can significantly improve the performance of GBP while keeping the processing requirement on the routers still at a low level. 
